Wanna Change the SHAPE/LAYOUT
of that Album ??

There are times when you start a
project with one size/shape in
mind and somewhere along the
way, the plan just changes! You
*CAN* change the shape of that
book with a couple quick steps
without having to start all over!

This will be a super quick little lesson - but one I definitely
wanted to share with you, because there are times when in
the creation of an album project - you find the need to
change the size/layout or orientation of the album to get it
to fit and “feel” right. Sometimes a project just takes on a
life of it’s own, know what I mean??? There are a couple
easy things you can do that will solve that problem. ALSO,
this is a GREAT TIP if you want to use a Designer Template
kit that comes in one size/orientation and you want to
create that project in a different size or shape! Check it
out and see how EASY this one is!

During the coming month you will receive a *DAILY*
email and PDF that will highlight one particular feature or function of your “My Memories Suite” software. Some will be
more challenging than others, some will be pretty basic. As always, I am *here* to answer any questions you might have
so never hesitate to email me or pop a post on the MyMemoriesSuite Facebook page!
I am *SO* happy you have decided to MARCH INTO MMS with me!!! Hope you enjoy it!
…..and don’t forget to make memory today !

Lisa J.
lisaj@mymemoriessuite.com
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There are times when you might be in the middle of a project or when you fall in *love* with a Designer Template
kit but you want to create a different size or orientation
project than the kit is currently set up in - no worries!
•

Open your current project

•

Analyze the layout and size of the pages that come
with the template or that are in the current project
you are working on

•

Decide if you would rather try another size or layout
orientation

In our example album “Love Shack” from The Ettes, the
pages are set up in a SQUARE layout - if you have project
you might want to print at home you might want to
change this to an 8.5”x11” layout in either PORTRAIT or
LANDSCAPE orientation
•

Click the EDIT option in the top menu

•

Select CHANGE ALBUM SHAPE from the drop down
box

(Keep in mind that if you want to PRINT in a different SIZE
but not shape, you change that at printing time!)

Then you will get this CHANGE ALBUM SHAPE interface
•

It will show the CURRENT shape of the album

•

You can select any of the other SHAPES/
ORIENTATIONS that are available

•

Click OK to choose that

•

Make sure the REARRANGE option is checked if you
are moving from 12x12 to down to 8.5x11 if you want
all the elements to remain on the page (you WILL
probably want to do some rearranging in the new
layout

The *AMAZING* graphics used in the design of this PDF are from the “Love Shack” kit by the
incredibly talented designers @ TheEttes! Shop them by name in the MMS Design Shop!
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You will get a message asking if you want to REPLACE
the old album with the new size or SAVE AS NEW ALBUM
- you can select which option you wish to use. Sometimes I “SAVE AS” see if I like it, then delete the old - it
does take more space to have two duplicate albums, and
it will rename the new album for you
(usually just adds a _2 to the current album name)
View the new album pages in the newly created album
to see how you like your selected layout. Note that you
may need/want to rearrange some or all of the elements
on that page. As you can see the BACKGROUND PAPER
will still fill the whole page, but all the included elements
that were used to create the layout will still all be in the
same placement in the new album as they were in the
old project. Feel free to move, resize, duplicate any or
all of those items to suit your taste.
All of the thumbnail images at the bottom of your screen
will now show the new size/orientation of your new
project.
(you cannot have two different size pages in one album)

Remember that you can use the little gray box/handle
at the corner (or side) of each element or paper/mat
to stretch it larger or size it down to fit the look of the
new page. In this page example, you might want to
stretch the pink mat/paper to match the new size of
the page, or use the additional space on the side for a
cute journaling box mat or shape!

The *AMAZING* graphics used in the design of this PDF are from the “Love Shack” kit by the
incredibly talented designers @ TheEttes! Shop them by name in the MMS Design Shop!
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